Fourth Grade
Back pack or book bag
3 - 0.7 or 0.9 (lead size) mechanical pencils
3 red pens
5 blue/black ball point pens (non erasable)
1 pkg. broad tip markers ^
1 pkg. 12 count colored pencils
3 large boxes of Kleenex
2 pkgs wide ruled binder paper
2 pocket folders (PeeChee type ++) 
1 pink pearl eraser
1 zipper bag - no boxes
1 Highlighter YELLOW only please
1 Elmers Glue
1 Glue Stick
1 scissor
1 Composition notebook wide rule
1 water color set
1 sketch book
Set of head phones/ear buds

Fifth Grade
Back pack or book bag (student sized)
2" Binder
12 Reg. #2 pencils
2 red ball-point pens, non-erasable
2 "pink pearl" type erasers
2 large boxes of Kleenex
1 zipper pencil bag
1 ruler
1 pair headphones or earbuds
1 pkg. colored pencils
4 dry erase markers
1 water color paint - tray type
1 pkg. water color type markers (prefer thin markers)
1 sketch book
3 glue sticks
1 pr scissors
1 small pencil sharpener - finger hold type
1 Composition notebook wide rule or college
2 spiral bound notebooks (1 subject)
2 pocket folders
1 large pkg. college ruled notebook paper

Key:
^ Not permanent markers
++ NO violent themes teachers prefer plain folders
## ABSOLUTELY NO Trapper Keepers
* Comp book - a black/white marbled hard cover
10' X 7.5" wide ruled
Middle School 6th & 7th Grade
Back pack or book bag
3" Binder (preferred with a zipper)
200 sheets of college ruled loose leaf paper
2 ea. blue and red ink pens
10 pencils
1 ruler (with centimeters and inches)
1pkg. Colored pencils
3 Highlighters (different colors)
1 Pencil Pouch 3 hol punched
8 folders 3 hole punched
4 Composition Notebooks (college ruled with at least 100 pg)
2 boxes of Kleenex
1 pkg. markers
1 Sketch Book
1 pkg. Index Cards
1 Scissors
6 Glue sticks
Binder Dividers

Preschool
1 backpack (full size)
3 glue sticks (Elmer's Disappearing Purple)
1 package crayons 24 count (Crayola brand)
2 boxes healthy snacks (crackers, cereal, fruit snacks)
1 package each of large and small paper plates
1 packages paper cups 4-6 oz.
1 Lg box of Kleenex
1 Bottle of Hand Sanitizer
2 pocket folders (PeeChee type)
1 Set Crayola Water color paints
Extra Uniform in gallon ziplock to keep in backpack

P.E.
Students do not need additional tennis
shoes for P.E. IF:
1) Their shoes are safe for physical activity (no sandals)
2) No hard black soles that leave marks

For grades 3-7 assignment notebooks will be
distributed the first day of school.